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SYDNEY: China’s factories stayed stuck in the slow lane in April while
Japanese output went into reverse and South Korea suffered its worst
export performance in two years, adding urgency to calls for more
state stimulus in all three economies. Thailand has already surprised
by cutting interest rates this week, while speculation is mounting that
the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) will chop its rates to a record low
of 2 percent at a May 5 policy meeting. The need for action is all the
greater as China, the former engine of global growth, remains
jammed in neutral. China’s official Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
held at 50.1 in April, just a fraction above the 50-point mark that sepa-
rates growth from contraction on a monthly basis. “As the economy
still faces strong headwinds and the risk of deflation has not dimin-
ished, the authorities will need to continue to roll out easing meas-
ures in the coming months,” said Li-Gang Liu, chief economist for
Greater China at ANZ. Following an aggressive one-percentage-point
cut in banks’ reserve requirement ratios last month, ANZ expects
China’s central bank will lower its interest rates further this quarter.

China’s annual economic growth slowed to a six-year low of 7 per-
cent in the first quarter, hurt by a housing slump and a downturn in
investment and manufacturing. In just the latest effort to turn the ship
around, China’s cabinet unveiled new measures yesterday to boost
employment, offering more flexible tax breaks to companies to hire
and preferential loans to business starters. Beijing aims to create at
least 10 million new jobs in 2015 and keep the urban jobless rate
below 4.5 percent.

Not Enough Inflation
In Japan, the Markit/JMMA version of the PMI fell to 49.9 in April,

from 50.3 in March, taking it into contractionary territory for the first
time since May last year. Japan is emerging from recession at a snail’s
pace as companies remain wary of ramping up spending despite
record profits and consumers keep their wallets shut. That is challeng-
ing the Bank of Japan’s bold pledge to accelerate inflation to 2 per-
cent through massive money printing.

While core inflation did edge up a tick to an annual 2.2 percent in
April, it is set to fall back toward zero in May when the impact of last
year’s rise in sales taxes drop out. Neither have wages benefited as the
BOJ hoped. Data out yesterday showed wage earners’ total cash earn-
ings were almost flat in March and inflation-adjusted real wages
marked a two-year stretch of declines. Across in South Korea, govern-
ment figures showed exports fell 8.1 percent in April from a year earli-
er, the sharpest drop since February 2013, as shipments to China, the
United States and the European Union all lost ground. Consumer
price inflation there is running at a 16-year trough of just 0.4 percent.
“The government will be sure to focus policy on boosting consump-
tion as exports are no longer performing as they did in the past,” said
Stephen Lee, an economist at Samsung Securities. 

The doleful data follows news the United States grew a bare 0.2
percent annualised in the first quarter of the year, held back by wild
weather, a port strike and a strong dollar. Yet there were glints of light
in more recent data. The number of Americans filing new claims for
jobless benefits fell to a 15-year low last week and consumer spend-
ing rose in March, aided in part by a pick up in wage growth. An
upturn in wages has long been a key goal of the Federal Reserve and
revived market expectations that interest rates would start to rise later
this year, albeit not until September at the earliest. — Reuters 

China struggles argue 
for stimulus all round

South Korean exports fall most in two years

Oil falls as 
Iraq exports 
hit record

NEW YORK: Oil prices eased off 2015 highs yesterday after
Iraq said its crude oil exports hit a record in April, and prices
were pressured also by a stronger dollar. Brent and US crude
rallied between 20 and 25 percent in April, helped by a
weaker dollar and bets that a global supply glut would ease,
following the June-to-January sell-off that halved prices from
above $100 a barrel. News that Iraq’s oil exports rose in April
to a record 3.08 million barrels per day (bpd) from 2.98 mil-
lion bpd in March served as a reminder of ample supply in
the market.

Iraq’s data highlights increasing output from OPEC mem-
bers, whose supply in April rose to its highest in more than
two years at 31.04 million bpd, according to a Reuters survey.
June Brent was down 86 cents at $65.92 barrel at 11:37 a.m.
EDT (1537 GMT), after matching Thursday’s 2015 peak of
$66.93 and jumping 21 percent in April. US crude for June
delivery was down 84 cents at $58.79, after hitting a 2015
high of $59.90. US crude futures gained 25 percent last
month.

Trading was thin, with some major markets closed for the
May Day holiday. “What is driving prices these days is less
physical markets, which remain very weak, but more expec-
tations of future tightening,” said Amrita Sen, chief oil ana-
lyst at Energy Aspects. Despite a sharp drop in new US shale
drilling in recent months, there have been few signs that a
global supply glut is easing, and there are some signs that US
oil production may not fall significantly in the near future.
Futures and options trades suggest US shale producers are
locking in production costs for next year, which could pave
the way for a rebound in production. “If markets don’t tight-
en as quickly as people are expecting, the sell-off can be
large,” Sen said. — Reuters 

TOKYO: Japanese inflation in March picked up for the first time in 10
months, data showed yesterday, offering a sliver of hope for Tokyo’s
war on deflation, but spending remained stubbornly weak. Core infla-
tion, excluding volatile fresh food prices, rose 2.2 percent year-on-year
in March, logging the first increase since May 2014, the internal affairs
ministry said. However, stripping out the impact of a sales tax rise last
year, the inflation rate was a tepid 0.2 percent from a year ago, well
short of the central bank’s 2.0 percent target. Analysts say policymak-
ers will almost certainly be forced to expand the BoJ’s massive mone-
tary easing scheme in a bid to jack up prices and counter a downturn
in the world’s number three economy.

Sustained inflation is a cornerstone of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s
drive to conquer stagnant or falling prices and revive growth.
“Inflation is still close to zero and could drop in the coming months...
The reading was a little bit positive, but worries (for the BoJ) have not
disappeared,” said Takeshi Minami, chief economist at Norinchukin
Research Institute. The data published yesterday - including a nearly
11 percent drop in household spending - come a day after the BoJ cut
its growth and inflation forecasts. Japan’s gross domestic product will
expand 2.0 percent in the year to March 2016, while the inflation rate

is seen at 0.8 percent, the BoJ said in a semi-annual report. That com-
pares with a previous estimate of 2.1 percent and 1.0 percent respec-
tively.

Tepid Spending 
The report - which followed a meeting where policymakers held

fire on fresh stimulus - appeared to push back an already murky time-
line for hitting the bank’s inflation target to the first half of fiscal 2016,
which runs from April through September next year. The ambitious
goal was originally supposed to have been achieved around two
years after the launch of the BoJ’s stimulus in April 2013. But the bank
has, over time, loosened that timeline as the data suggested it was
unattainable.

Weighed by a plunge in oil prices and tepid consumer spending,
Japanese inflation stalled in February for the first time in nearly two
years. “It is true that the timing for achieving the 2.0 percent inflation
target has been delayed,” BoJ governor Haruhiko Kuroda told
reporters on Thursday. “But price trends are improving steadily and
that is expected to continue. We don’t see additional (easing) meas-
ures being necessary at this point.”—AFP

Gold falls to 
6-week low

LONDON: Gold hit six-week lows yesterday in thin trade
ahead of the holiday weekend as the dollar strengthened on
US economic data and investor sentiment was undermined by
longer-term expectations for a US rate rise. Technical factors
were also at play, with downward momentum gathering pace
as prices broke through their April low at $1,175 an ounce.
Spot gold fell 1 percent to $1,171.76 an ounce at 1439 GMT,
while US gold futures for June delivery were down $11.50 an
ounce at $1,170.90. Earlier spot prices fell more than 1 percent
to $1,170.20, their lowest since March 20.

Gold hit its highest since early April at $1,215 earlier this
week but failed to hold that level after the Federal Reserve sig-
nalled on Wednesday that it sees the recent slowdown in the
US economy as transitory, not ruling out an interest rate rise
this year. “There is still fallout from the FOMC - there has been
a hiccup in the US recovery, but certainly the view is that
interest rates are going up, so gold is struggling,” said Simon
Weeks, head of precious metals at the Bank of Nova Scotia.
“On a thin bank holiday weekend, that will be exacerbated.”

Gold has traded in a narrow range over the past month on
uncertainty over the timing of the Fed’s first interest rate rise
in nearly a decade despite weakness in the dollar, which suf-
fered its worst month in four years in April. The metal is highly
sensitive to expectations for rate increases, which would lift
the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion while
boosting the dollar. The dollar, strengthening of which makes
gold more expensive for holders of other currencies, rose half
a percent against a basket of currencies after US consumer
confidence and manufacturing data.

Major European markets, with the exception of London,
were closed for the May Day holiday yesterday. From a chart
perspective, a weekly close for gold below the $1,180 support
level could be the catalyst for a further pull-back, analysts said.
“This $1,130-1,180 support area could well come under exami-
nation in a more crucial way than we’ve seen recently,”
Societe Generale analyst Robin Bhar said. Silver was down 1
percent at $15.95 an ounce, while platinum slipped by 0.6 per-
cent to $1,128.24 an ounce and palladium edged 0.2 percent
lower to $772.97 an ounce. — Reuters 

Japan inflation ticks up, 
but spending still weak

TOKYO: A shopper buys fish at a shop yesterday. Japanese inflation picked up in March for the first time in 10 months, but
household spending tumbled. — AFP 


